Paulett Angella Hemmings PHD GOG

PUBLIC DOCUMENT
FROM: Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH
August 16, 2016
SUBJECT: Decry 16th Level #17
Department of State DID NOT, DID NOT Return of My Passport 08-16-17 & Devel Man
TO: Rex Tillerson, Secretary
Department of State
Governor Andrew Cuomo Office
State Capitol, Albany, NY 12224
Dear Rex Tillerson, Do not Pussy Cloth Play with me;
THIS IS A 16th Level DECRY CALLED A DECRYMIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM
MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM. THIS
LEVEL IS HIGHER THAN THE DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUMMIUM AND HIGHER THAN A
DECREE
I PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS EARTH, CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS AND THE
ONLY CHREATOR OVER ALL CHREATIONS. I AM THE CHREATOR OF LIFE AND
OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH, ESISTENCE, AND ANYTHING INBETWEEN DECLARE IN
THIS CONGESSARUM THAT:
I.

II.

At 10: 46 AM, August 18, 2017 after I posted this document on my website, I reviewed
the documents that I spent three (3) days and three nights without sleep, food, water to
prepare. When I looked at my document for the Department of State, it was tampered
with and paragraphs are added, and others removed. It was terrible. I learned that it is
Rex Tillerson who ordered my document changed to suit him. They broke in my
computer, while I left my office for the first time in three days, to prepare and eat my
breakfast. They used the history to go back, and removed my writings. Now I have to
add more information to this document, and I wasted more than a day getting this done
again. I am also attaching my passport photo that you returned to me.
Both my two wrists are sprained and needs wrist support. I cannot do my work when my
wrists have support. So, I am in pain while I struggle along to get these document, printed
so my children know who they are, and they know they are loved and wanted. On
January 1 to 4, the Federals and many others abducted me and destroyed my body and
my wrist at American Airlines, Miami International Airport. American Airline is
responsible. I have no money to get medical care, so I live in pain and discomfort. I have
charged the State of Florida and told Rick Scott to send me my medical card with full
coverage as he was involved in the killing and destruction of me in Florida and up to now
that has not happened.
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III.

In the year 2013, the Federals, Barak Obama, the State Governors, the Senators, the
Justice department, the Homeland Security, TSA, the Counties, and the many devels put
me in the hospital four times during that year, and I am never a person to be sick to go to
the hospital. Only once when I removed fibroids that the federals forced into my vagina,
as they couldn’t get to possess me with their sextile or other things. While I was at the
hospital, the Holy Spirits, I believe it was, Donald Trump’s wife and others attacked me
while I was taking a shower, and almost killed me in the hospital. They did many bad
things to my brain, and that caused me to collapse on the floor and sprained my right
wrist. I have had to do microscopic surgery on my right wrist. As a result of that, and I
am having many problems with my wrist since that time. There are too many bad things
happening as a result of the federals devels for so long, that is just too much to talk about.

IV.

I am extremely angry as I had to take time to add to this document. While I am
reviewing the document, and writing the additional information, the devels are stinging
me and interrupting my work with the high-powered beams and other instruments on my
body and on the computer. I bought this computer and this printer last year October 2016
and before it was opened the federals went in and tore the computer down. Since I have
had it, it has not been performing and then I realized that it is the devels. When I call
Dell to work on it, as it has warrantee, they do not do a good job, as they allow the
federals to gain access. So, these are the problems my children are experiencing and their
moneys are being wasted and their time is wasted as, they have to keep on calling to get
new computers repaired. I asked Dell to take back the computer, and give me a better
performing one since about January and they said no they do not do that. Dell cannot do
that and that is poor business etiquette and unprofessional practice. Dell has a monopoly
on the computer market, and their computers are shoddy with poor performance and yet
they do not care about their customers as Dell has gone federal and plastic. This computer
cannot handle the high-powered beams they are using to destroy my belongings.

V.

These federal devels have destroyed my children and this Earth and outside of these
Earths with these high-powered beams and causing your body to have cancer and for you
to be in pain. Some of you believe that you have cancers and die as a result of these
devels torture to you with these hot beams that cause you constant and tormenting pain. A
great majority of the doctors are plastics and rubber, and we do not know. They work
with the federals and are not licensed and some not properly trained to handle Earth lives
as we are different type of lives from them. Our bodies do not function like theirs, and
their physician help is not good and we do not know what to do.

VI.

The State of Florida has a lot of plastic doctors as the State of Florida Governor, Rick
Scott, is Plastic or rubber or mixed. Many of these plastic doctors tell us lies that we have
diseases so the federal can have access to us. These federal devels do not know when to
stop and they go on forever and forever with the same devel wickednesses, as they are
not us, and they are insects and animals. The devels are around us every day and by the
minute with the beams stinging and burning us, and we feel the pain and the feinting, but
it is not or body dysfunctioning, it is the devels carrying out terrorism on us with attacks
and planning to kill us with lies.
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You have no idea how enormous outside the Earth is. I have so many Chreations, as time goes
on, and new Chreations have to be made to make everything improved and to find ways to
protect against the devels. So, many different skin types are Chreated and many different types
of Chreations are built for different Lives. All lives cannot live in all Chreations as it is not built
for the person. Many Chreations or outside places you go into, you become rubber, insect,
animals, or reduced tremendously, as the elevations and the make-up of the Chreations are not
the same and built specific to a skin type and knowledge. The knowledge level differs in each
Chreation and elevation.
I have many chreations to take care of, and the devels are in my mind right now, removing what
I want to say to you. They wiped it out, and it is important for you to know, and they do not want
me to tell you what you must know.
I have many other documents to work on, and to take a shower for the first time in three days,
and I cannot do so, as these interruptions and time-consuming situation keep happening many
times a day. While I am in pain and struggling to type the documents, someone is on my chair
or on my back digging out my head and shoulder, and pulling things out of my head and putting
my eyes to sleep while they remove things from my computer screen and the document. At the
same time, the mouse cannot work as they have many sorcery things on it. I cleaned it up, and
the high beam is overpowering. That is how I spent my days and nights struggling to do things
with many gazillions of devels and federals obstructing, torturing, and destroying my computer
and piercing me in my throat. The keyboard cannot function the way it is to be because of the
high beam and pressure on it, and the screen cannot work as they have the high-powered vectors
and the high-powered scanners and zoners on me, on my fingers, on the mouse, and on the
keyboard pushing my finger off and freezing the computer. Dell and Microsoft on the other
hands comes into my house from my window in my office. They removed all protection from
the window and they just stepped in my home as they like, and just open my computer and give
the federal, the FBI, the Secret Service, Homeland Security, TSA and a whole host of other
agencies and leeders access for them to destroy my computer as they all just do wickedness and
they know what they are doing and they do these wicked things per day as that is their job to
pretend to be working when they are all around doing wicked things destroying my properties
and my children and our lives.
……………………………………………………………
Rex Tillerson, only dogs name Rex. You are a PUSSY BATTY MAN. Only a woman is a
Secretary. Only a woman is a leader over Life. All man comes from a woman Pussy. If there is
no woman, there is no Life. Unless you drop from a man’s Batty. Any man doing a woman’s job
is a PUSSY BATTY MAN. No woman needs a man to create a child in this Earth or anywhere.
No man has authority in any place. There was no man in any Chreation. Some Chreations do
not have man. Woman do not need a man to live with or to fuck. Woman do not lick or fuck
woman. Read my articles and you will understand, that I don’t have nothing to do with a Pussy
Batty Man.
My authority is also in my voice, and I can shout down the Earth if I want. I am supposed to
shout as loud as I want, when I want, and when I feel to shout. I AM “SHOUTING” AT YOU
NOW: I own all devela, devele, devels, develasness, whita, white, whites, whitaness, etc., and all
that esist and not esist. All devels are under my authority whether they want it or like it or not.
If you are a Celestial, Read your Article from Interlope or Pentelope. Get out of the Secretary
Job. Read article 11: Man story and Article 12.
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Today, August 16, 2017, I got a letter from the Department of State. When I opened the letter
I looked at the letter and it reads: We received your recent passport request. However, the name
you are applying in, Paulett Angella Hemmings PHD GOG, is different than the name on your
previous passport, Paulett A. Hemmings. Your passport fees have been retained by this office
and your evidence of U.S. citizenship is being returned to you.
When I read this, I couldn’t believe what I was reading. I then looked at the date and it says May
4, 2017. Then I looked at the envelope to see what type of envelope it was. It was a brownish
manila envelope, and it has a red stamp like those from Pitney Bowes. It has a white label with
an unusual address of Paulett A Hemmings, c /o: Brandon Pointe and then it has my address.
And the label has a type written date of Thur 05/04/2017 and the font is the same font as my
address as they typed it. On the white label is something that looks like a tracking mark that
usually comes from the post office on posted mails. It has 14 long upward strokes and 18 small
upward strokes. On the back of the manila envelope is the same white labels with no typing or
writing covering the area that is sealed with glue.
My stomach became full and my mouth lost taste, as I looked at the envelope. Inside of it is a
three-paged letter from Customer Service Department. There was also a U.S. passport
application form that has six (6) sides. And one passport photograph of me, and a white returned
envelope. The white return envelope has the address of US. Department of State, Charleston
Passport Center, 44132 Mercure Cir, PO Box 1031, Sterling, VA 20166-1031 closer to the center
of the envelope. Below these numbers are tracking lines that are longer than the left side. This
has 22 long strokes and 30 short ones. On the left hand upper corner, above my name is a similar
tracking looking sign of 14 long upward strokes and 18 short ones; it has the date toward the
center of Thur 05/04/2017. It has again an unusual address of Paulett A Hemmings, c / o:
Brandon Pointe and then it has my address. Below my address there is a combination of letters
and numbers - 13 letters and 10 numbers. Then on another line is Departure date, Attn: App. #.
My address does not have c /o Brandon Pointe on it, so I do not know where they got that
address, and how that could have reached me by post.
These tracking lines does not seem to be from the post office. The question is how did this mail
get in my post box at home? Is the post office allowing the federal to steal my mails as two
certified mail recently have been lost in the post office and cannot be found? Is the federal
government threatening, bullying, and forcing the post office workers to do this and destroying
the tracking machines and my postal systems?
When I looked at the letter it says that my name has changed and it was not. My middle Initial is
on my passport with the rest of my name. They have every record on me that esist, as I am a
Federal DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY/TRANSPORTATION SECURITY
ADMINISTRATION AND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES and State,
and City government worker. This is a renewal, and they have every original on me they needed
to have or could ask for, as I have given to them. The Department of Records & Archive and
others have all my generations information and mine as I have given them to many of the
different bogus records agencys. ADDITIONALLY, I AM THE PHD GOG. On another note,
the area they give to put the information down is so stingy, like them, as they are cold, mean,
selfish, gravelitious, craven, degenerated, rotten, disheveled, dissolved dead devendum nothings.
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I did not get any evidence of U.S. citizen returned to me in the envelope. My application I sent in
was not returned to me. I sent in a letter I sent to the Department of State in January 2017 that I
AM who I AM, and it was not returned, and I want everything from them and my fee I paid, and
I charge the Department of State 60 Trillion dollars interest paid to me right now.
The Date of May 4, 2017 was backdated and that is more than illegal. It is Treasonominous
nominous 16th Level. I have written many Articles and Decrys to the Department of State and
they ignored my charges and sentences on them since January 2017. I sent the letters Original,
to the New York State Governor Office, the many TVs, radio, newspapers, and Consulate
General of Jamaica New York, and the Department of State got them.
At no time can the Department of State return my passport to me in regular mail with the face
open and all my particulars esposed, so I am vulnerable to their terrorists and thiefs. I DID NOT
GET MY PASSPORT RETURN TO ME, AND I DID NOT RECEIVE THIS UNTRACKABLE
MAIL. I did not get it. I did not get it. I did not get it. I did not get it.
I have to be using one hand to type as many gazillions of Federals on my back, in my home and
outside using magnamous power and strength and preventing me from doing my work. All those
who are Wanga gut; licky, licky; nammy, nammy will soon eat federal shit.
Look to see if the Department of State changed the envelope machine that they print the label
and the stamp from, as they will change it and threaten the stamp manufacturer or supplier in
order to get their ways, and they will do worse things to the manufacturer or the supplier.
I paid the Department of State to deliver my passport with trackable and certifiable express mail.
I sent my passport to them in trackable priority mail and certified. It did not happen, only
wicked and retribution and blasphemy happen to the Department of State, 900 Thrilliant times,
and they are emptied out, exposed, and caught, and feeling the stings, burning, tearing, grinding
out, and devendum death in HELL.
I have no security or privacy as I have to report and attach my private addresses so the illegal
Federal government is once again threatening my life and trying to use various methods to kill
me and I PPRESS CHARGES AGAINST THE U.S.A. FEDERAL GOVERNMENT. I PRESS
CHARGES AGAINST THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE.
I want my Renewed Passport with everything on it as it is to be with my Titles and my full name
to PUSSY BUMBO RASS CLOTH FUCKING NOW (no one use my protection words).
Shame and disgrace on the Department of State and Rex Tillerson for what you are doing to me.
Shame and disgrace. Shame and disgrace. Shame and disgrace. Shame and disgrace.
……………………………………………………………………………
I heard that it is Barak Obama who setup many things to affect me before he won the election
and continued to destroy me on my job after the election. Additionally, I heard that he was
arrested in DC when they found out what he was doing and the police let him out as he is the
President. If this is so, this entire Earth escept my family and generations, has failed me and the
others who have been persecuted and killed times and times again.
http://www.facebook.comnaturalearthforall.com
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I COMRANDARAMEAMOS MEMOS TO THE 16TH LEVEL THE PRIVATE BARRISTERS
TO WORK TOGETHER IN TEAMS IN PROSECUTING AND CONVICTING THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENTS, INCLUDING THE DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND
SECURITY, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF
STATE, BARAK OBAMA, THE NEWS MEDIA, DONALD TRUMP, AND THEIR
ADMINISTRATIONS, IN NO MORE THAN TWO WEEKS FROM THE DATE OF THIS
LETTER AS THEY ARE ALREADY CHARGED, PROSECUTED, SENTENCED SEVERAL
TIMES BY ME. I TURNED THEM OUT OF MY EARTHS, MY CHREATIONS, AND OUT
OF ALL ESTENCE UNDER MY AUTHORITY. THEY ARE WAITING ON YOU TO FIND
THEM GUILTY, AND CHARGE AND SENTENCED THEM AS WELL.
………………………………………………………………………….
The federal governments are the same as State, City, County, Municipals as they take them over
and bribed them with my money, to convict, kill, torture, and terror my children and generations.
They kill my children like those hunting wild birds. Insects that’s what they are. Animals, that’s
what they are. Species, that’s what they are.
I am experiencing high beams of power that stings, burns, expansion of my head with the
instruments, pressure on my body, head, shoulders and in my chest from these high beams of
many different types of instruments from the Federal government and some of them are Scanners
with high power to overpower, vectors with high beams and power to overpower, zoners with
high beams to overpower, microscopic lenses with high beams to overpower, and many other
instruments and other things that it is too much to investigate.
When I asked them why they are doing these things to me, and what they hoping to get from
their activities, they said they are destroying the Department of State and they are doing these
things to me so that I have more things to write that the State Department is doing. I asked them
who are they. They said they are the Department of Homeland Security, TSA, and some of the
Department of State workers. Then I said so you are you are destroying yourselves? They said
no, they are destroying the Department of State and they are not the same. Then I saw some
state workers going from the state to the area where the Department of Homeland Security is
using the high beams to harm me.
I asked them further if they are really not the same and they thought about it and they said no.
They said they look different from those who are the Department of State workers. These two
groups and the few others who assist them from other areas like the animals they at each other’s
throats and they cannot get along. They fight each other and tear each other down, and they get
together to destroy this Earth and my Caicobans children. Later from their conversations, I
found out that the DHS is the Interlope and the Department of State main workers are the
Pentilope. They are from the same Bambury environment only that the Interlope is the older
generations and the Pentilope are the younger generations. Many of the Pentilopes are in the
Television, Cable, Newspapers, Internets, and Radios. I had a very long conversation with them
in finding out what Homeland Security and the State Department does, their connections, among
other things.
There are Major Disagreements, Confusion, Conflict with: The Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) and many agencies: Many agencies under Department of Homeland Security do
not want their leadership, as it is not connected to their agency. Some of these are Immigration,
Customs, Transportation Security Department (TSA), Department of State and others.
http://www.facebook.comnaturalearthforall.com
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The Department of State said it gets and takes guidance and instructions from the Department of
Homeland Security. However, they are not under DHS.
Passport Offices said they are not under the Department of State. However, the Department of
State took them and has been leeding them.
I had other important things I had to do and, I had to drop them and to work on this all night on
an empty stomach, as I had no time to eat a meal. I have not been eating proper meals for
months and on a daily basis, as eating right and proper is not a luxury I can afford.
Who dare you Department of State to question my Titles? You are a boohoo of an imp. Take
your stinky self and dose yourself in a gallon of the Strongest Vinegar. Strongest Vinegar.
Strongest Vinegar. Strongest Vinegaaaaaaaaaar.
Stinking Department of State, where were you when I was Chreating ABC’s; where were you
when I was Chreating 1, 2, 3’s, where were you when I was Chreating: Amigos, Merci, Bom dia,
and more? Where were you when I was Chreating the various Degrees, Colleges, Schools, and
my Chreations? If you are smelling yourself stinky, do not take your mouth which is close to
your nose, or your thoughts, or your thinking, to me or anywhere in my Earths, or my
Chreations, or the Esistences under my Authority.
The Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) came terrorizing and threatening me a few days now.
So, this is a covoyance attack on me. The FBI must have told the state department to send me
the letter, as the FBI must have been investigating me and telling them how to clean up.
While I was working on this document, I went to the toilet. While I was using the toilet, I
couldn’t shit. Caicobans shit and insect pass feces. There were many Dept. of State, Homeland
Security, and many Federal leaders and other federals and state, and many devels standing right
behind me, some right in front of me, and many on the outside. They used High beam scanners,
vectors, zoners and many other instruments zoning in my bowels and my batty. I couldn’t use the
toilet, and I couldn’t get up. I sat there for a long time straining and my bowels and batty was
stifled. Then they bounded up my toilet, and it couldn’t flush. So, my shit, piss, my excrement, I
put on you, on you, on you, on you.
I CHARGE THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE 5 Trillion dollars for my time to prepare this
document. I charge the Department of State 4 Trillion for having to read this Sorcery documents
and analyzing it. I charge the Department of State 80 Trillion for THE TERROR I am
EXPERIENSING SINCE I GOT THIS MAIL. I MUST GET ALL MY MONEY NOW. I
MUST GET ALL MY MONEY NOW. I MUST GET ALL MY MONEY NOW. I MUST GET
ALL MY MONEY NOW.
All of you will only get disasters in your lives continually and never get anything, (not a thing,
not a morsel, not one iota) in the future or time to come in no level, elevation, Chreation, Earth,
place, existence, or non-existence. You are all decolored, desolate, and will never get out of
despair. You all will never, never, never, never stop being alive in death. You are all empty,
disconsorted, discombobulated, disgumptious, dispecable, and all decorated less.
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You are all determined to be in devendum, and are all definanced, disfunctioned,
destroyedamimos, deviantamimos, desgustamimos, destructedamimos, disjunctamimos,
discombobulatedamimos, disqualificationamimos, finishedamimos and sent to the crust of
HELL.
I Charge you Department of State, 2 Trillion dollars for my travel that I had to cancel in June
because you had my passport and refused to return it to me. You have kept my passport and
money for almost five months, you have caused me to miss important things that I must do.
……………………………………………………………….
Stockpile of Money in Storage
There are stocks and piles of paper moneys stored up in the District of Columbia and other
banking areas, and in the UK which is my moneys, and moneys that are old, as the federal
government does not issue the allowances to my children, as they are to be done by the State and
the local agencies. Some of these monies are what the federal governments stole from the banks
when they were independent.
LIFE
The federal government they do not care about Life, as they are man. Man cannot be a woman
and has no business to act or play the role of a woman. No commerce and no living can esist
without woman producing things and children. A woman is Life. The woman’s body represent
production of fruits, food, meat water, air, medicine, milk, rice, as we are the reproductive
conduit for life and not man.
Many of my children are starving, and the federals, republic, and monarchys have them living in
germs, dust, and thatched one rooms with unclean water, and germs and disease all around them,
when money is to be made and not controlled. Money is to be overflowing, and you have them
overflowing in the store houses, and we cannot get them to use. Moneys are not yours, and the
ones it belongs to cannot use their money, as you do not want us to be happy, and to have what
we are to have. You have taken away my jobs and destroyed my life and left me destitute to
become a vagabond on the street like my other ones. I want my children. I want my properties. I
want my records. I want my belongings. I want them now.
Decree
The Decree Barak Obama and the Federal government received says that: you cannot kill me
anymore and you cannot take my Chreations away from me anymore. Barak Obama and the
others opened me up on their own, and that is not how it is to be done. Mo man is to put his
hand on me. No man is to take away from me. You continue to take away from me. When I can
get an hour or a half of hour sleep per day, you go in my mind and body and take me out, so that
you can have my power, and I cannot use my power and my authority, as you are all using them.
No one is to open me up; that is man thinking and man unruly action.
Man
Man is not part of any Life or living. Man is not in any Chreation. Man is not in esistence. The
original esistence was created by woman for woman. They have animals to be eaten, birds to
eat, fish to eat, plants, trees, bushes, many different food groups, the elements, the oceans and
seas and various water ways, and the build-up of the ground and air. Man is not what I created in
the form of a penis. I use the word man because it is what the devel changed all identification of
the Cocky/penis ones to be.
http://www.facebook.comnaturalearthforall.com
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Therefore, man is my make-up of my toy to fit my pussy, a Dill do. A Dill is another name for a
woman’s pussy. I first created a cocky stage by stage to fit my pussy; I built the figure up like a
car in stages on my leisure time. Man’s purpose was only to fuck, as man is a build-up of the
Penis. Caicobans and Cobans fuck and have Pussy and Cocky. Insects have sex and have
vagina and penis. Man was my play mate for a long time after it is built up, and I have no
problem with my man that I Chreated. Those who ask others to make man for their Chreaton,
who are not me, some of the man are not built right, and that caused many problems. The reason
some of them are not built right is because many of the creations are not to have man in them.
The materials used to build some man is not authentic to the creation and to those already in the
creation. Some makers of man have to use the best materials they can find, and many times the
materials are not the safest to use. Man should be built as part of the creation and not an addition.
When man is added to a creation they are not fully connected and information has to be fed into
their brain instead of being automatic. I Chreated Ban and Vans and Tans. They are fitted in my
Chreations and they are flesh of my flesh, blood of my blood, breath of my breath, and soul of
my soul.
The Original Devel Man
The problem with the original devel is that he was an addition to the creation. He was made from
the best material that could be found, and it was not a safe material. Man had to go to school to
develop his brain. Man was not designed as part of that creation. Man is not to be in that
creation. Man was not approved by the highest authority in that area to be in that creation. Man
is different from woman. Man do not understand that the role of a woman is different from a
man’s role.
The Leeder of that creation where the devel came from, did not have any prior knowledge of
man and how man can and will fit in the creation. (creation is not the right word to use as they do
not have creation) The leeder, a Woman, did not know how to talk with man for him to
understand that her role was different from his, because she was not trained how to do this and
because man was not to be in her creation. When the leeder explained to man in the best way that
she could explain, that her role is different from a man, he could not understand because she
could not explain the different roles clearly and convincingly. The woman leeder is not and
never to explain her role to a man. No man is to be in her creation to ask her questions. No
woman in her creation will ask her questions as man did, as they were made to be in that creation
and they have automatic knowledge of the creation that man did not have. The creation was
open with not adequate security against man’s knowledge of the leeder’s role. Therefore, man
got to see many things that he was not supposed to see, and that created many security risks for
the creation and the leeder, as it turned out to be. A woman is soft, gentle, and cuddly. A woman
is round and not square. This earth is round. When a woman is pregnant her belly is round. A
woman’s breasts are round. This earth must be treated in a soft, cuddly, gentle, round, warm
manner. This Earth cannot be treated with harshness, or hardness, or squareness, or linearness
that is in a man. No man is gentle, that is for a woman. There is not gentleman as that is a
woman man. A man can be lighter, and slower; not gentler.
Because man was not convinced the leeder was telling him the truth he continued school and
began to expand in science, biology, chemistry, physics, and other scientific methods. This was
bad for man as those subjects were too advance for his brain and he was not an original inside of
the creation; he was an addition. That creation uses a lot of chemistry, physics and other
sciences in the making of the bambs/bombs, and the burys. Man wants to be a woman leeder, so
http://www.facebook.comnaturalearthforall.com
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man examined the brain a lot. Man also got many hands-on experiences when he abducted the
lower levels and then quarantined them in the lower leeders protected areas, he is not to be in.
Man became the maker of the wickedness as he advanced in chemical wickedness that poisoned
him at times, destroyed him at times, but he found many ways to recreate himself and he
continues to destroy and recreate himself. He has taught these methods to others who have taken
over power from him and have advanced in wickednesses and taking over and destroyed many
areas. The Earth is not the only place or area the devels are in destroying and killing. Since then,
man has prevented the development of all man species and no one wants man anymore.
This document was six pages, now it is ten. I have attachments of the letters, passport
photograph and documents I received from the Department of State.
All my Articles, Decrees, Decrys and higher must be distributed to my children, to the various
states/counties/countries, businesses/commerce, schools, banks, Real Estate Developers, HOAs,
colleges, libraries, gazettes, morgues, hospitals, nursing homes, churches, mosques, temples, all
religion places, TVs, Radios, Newspapers, Internet sources, etc.
All my Articles must be put in the National Gazettes, State Gazettes, City Gazettes, Town
Gazettes, Municipal gazettes. The website is naturalearthforall.com. They must also be put in
the National Registry, Register, Records Management, Registrar Generals.
THIS IS THE END OF THIS 16th Level DECRY CALLED A DECRYMIUM MIUM MIUM
MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM MIUM
MIUM. THIS LEVEL IS HIGHER THAN THE DECRYMIUMMIUMMIUMMIUM AND
HIGHER THAN A DECREE
Yours Truly,

Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, PhD.
HIGHEST CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS
HIGHEST CHREATOR OF LIFE AND OVER ALL LIFE, ESISTENCE, DEATH, AND
ANYTHING IN BETWEEN
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER GOODNESS (HIGOG)
HIGHEST OH MY GOODNESS
HIGHEST MY RIGHTEOUSNESS
HIGHEST GOLDEN APPLE
HIGHEST MY LOVE
HIGHEST CRUM CRUM
HIGHEST KREME OF THE KREM
HIGHEST PHD/PAHD GOG
HIGHEST CHREATOR OVER KUM KAN
HIGHEST PEPPER PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS (PPAH)
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MCLAREN SENATE
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MONTEGONIAS SENATE
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MT. ZION SENATE
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN NEW YORK SENATE
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